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  QUESTION 311You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business intelligence (BI)

solutions by using SQL Server 2008.Now you are employed in a company which is named NaproStar and work as the technical

support for the company which uses SQL Server 2008.You are in charge of a SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) instance.

Accidentally, you find that 1000 reports are deployed on the SSRS instance by a developer, so your manager asks you to find a

solution to prevent these reports from deploying on the SSRS instance so that it can be restored to its initial status.What should you

do to make the instance return to its initial status? A.    You should restore the Report Server database to make the instance return to

its initial statusB.    You should restore the Report Server Temporary database to make the instance return to its initial statusC.   

You should restore the master database to make the instance return to its initial statusD.    You should restore the MSDB database to

make the instance return to its initial status Answer: A QUESTION 312You are a database developer and you have about two years

experience in creating business intelligence (BI) solutions by using SQL Server 2008.Now you are employed in a company which is

named NaproStar and work as the technical support for the company which uses SQL Server 2008.To meet the development

requirements, you have SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) instance installed and configured on your network.According

to the intention of the users of the report server, e-mail messages will be used to delivered reports.Now you get an order from the

CIO that a remote SMTP server should be used to configure the report server so that reports can be delivered through e-mail

message.So of the following files, which one should you modify to achieve that goal? A.    RSMgrPolicy.configB.   

rssrvpolicy.configC.    RSReportServer.configD.    Web.configE.    Global.asax Answer: CExplanation:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms157273.aspxRSReportServer Configuration FileSQL Server 2008 R2 Other VersionsThe

RSReportServer.config file stores settings that are used by Report Manager, the Report Server Web service, and background

processing. All Reporting Services applications run within a single process that reads configuration settings stored in the

RSReportServer.config file.Delivery Specifies default (and possibly custom) delivery extensions used to deliver reports through

subscriptions. The RSReportServer.config file includes application settings for four delivery extensions: report server e-mail, file

share delivery, report server document library used for a report server that runs in SharePoint integrated mode, and the null delivery

provider used to preload the report cache. Report Server E-mail Configuration Settings Report Server Email uses an SMTP network

device to send reports to e-mail addresses. This delivery extension must be configured before it can be used. For more information,

see Configuring a Report Server for E-Mail Delivery and E-Mail Delivery in Reporting Services. QUESTION 313You are a

database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI) by using SQL Server 2008.Now

you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008. Your company makes and sells Cars.You work as

the technical support. Now you are in charge of a SQL Server 2008 Analysis Services (SSAS) database.Tim is the distributor of the

Southern Area. Now according to the business requirement, Tim has to access the database.After discussion, your company decides

to give Tim the necessary permissions. There are two roles respectively named Southern Area and Cars.The table below shows the

schemas of the two roles. For both roles, you have set the Visual Totals property to True.Now you get another order from the

company, according to the company requirement, Tim can only be able to view the members in the Product dimension that relate to

the Cars category in the Southern Area.You have to accomplish this task. So what action should you perform?  
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  A.    Tim should be added to a new role that has the following two components:{[Sales Territory].[Sales Territory

Area].AllMembers} as the denied set{[Sales Territory].[Sales Territory Area].[Southern]} as the allowed set.{[Product].[Product

Category].[Product Category].AllMembers} as the denied set. {[Product].[Product Category].[Product Category].[Cars]} as the

allowed set.B.    Tim should be added to the Cars roleC.    Tim should be added to the Southern Area roleD.    Tim should be added

to a new role that has the following two components: {[Sales Territory].[Sales Territory Area].[Southern]} as the allowed set.

{[Product].[Product Category].[Product Category].[Cars]} as the allowed set. Answer: D QUESTION 314You are a database

developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI) by using SQL Server 2008.Now you are

employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008.You work as the technical support. According to the

requirement of the company CIO, you design a SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (SSIS) data flow.The data flow inserts data

from a source query to a destination table. But now you must make sure that only those rows that do not already exist in the

destination table are inserted. So what should you do to accomplish this task? (choose more than one) A.    In order to accomplish

this task, you can use the Fuzzy Lookup transformationB.    In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Fuzzy Grouping

transformationC.    In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Merge transformationD.    In order to accomplish this task, you

can use the Lookup transformationE.    In order to accomplish this task, you can use the Union All transformationF.    In order to

accomplish this task, you can use the Merge Join transformation Answer: DFExplanation:Lookup TransformationThe Lookup

transformation performs lookups by joining data in input columns with columns in a reference dataset. You use the lookup to access

additional information in a related table that is based on values in common columns.The reference dataset can be a cache file, an

existing table or view, a new table, or the result of an SQL query. The Lookup transformation uses either an OLE DB connection

manager or a Cache connection manager to connect to the reference dataset. For more information, see OLE DB Connection

Manager and CacheConnection ManagerIntegration Services and SQL Server differ in the way they compare strings. If the Lookup

transformation is configured to load the reference dataset into cache before the Lookup transformation runs, Integration Services

does the lookup comparison in the cache. Otherwise, the lookup operation uses a parameterized SQL statement and SQL Server does

the lookup comparison. This means that the Lookup transformation might return a different number of matches from the same

lookup table depending on the cache type. Merge Join Transformation The Merge Join transformation provides an output that is

generated by joining two sorted datasets using a FULL, LEFT, or INNER join. For example, you can use a LEFT join to join a table

that includes product information with a table that lists the country/region in which a product was manufactured. The result is a table

that lists all products and their country/region of origin. For more information, see Using Joins. You can configure the Merge Join

transformation in the following ways:* Specify the join is a FULL, LEFT, or INNER join.* Specify the columns the join uses.*

Specify whether the transformation handles null values as equal to other nulls.Note: If null values are not treated as equal values, the

transformation handles null values like the SQL ServerDatabase Engine does.This transformation has two inputs and one output. It

does not support an error output.Input RequirementsThe Merge Join Transformation requires sorted data for its inputs. For more

information about this important requirement, see How to: Sort Data for the Merge and Merge Join Transformations.Join

RequirementsThe Merge Join transformation requires that the joined columns have matching metadata. For example, you cannot

join a column that has a numeric data type with a column that has a character data type. If the data has a string data type, the length

of the column in the second input must be less than or equal to the length of the column in the first input with which it is merged.

QUESTION 315You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI) by

using SQL Server 2008.Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008. You work as the

technical support.Now you receive an e-mail from your company CIO, in the e-mail, the CIO assigns a task to you. You use SQL

Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) to create a solution.There is a dimension named Number and a time dimension named Day.

A column named PresentBalance is contained in a fact table. PresentBalance contains the current account balance.A measure named

NumberBalance has to be created from the PresentBalance column.The NumberBalance is used to display the closing account

balance for a time period. So what action should you perform? A.    The AggregationFunction property of NumberBalance should be

set to FirstNonEmptyB.    The AggregationFunction property of NumberBalance should be set to SumC.    The AggregationFunction

property of NumberBalance should be set to ByAccountD.    The AggregationFunction property of NumberBalance should be set to

LastNonEmpty Answer: DExplanation:Development and Enterprise editions of SSAS provide several functions--such as LastChild,

LastNonEmpty, and AverageOfChildren--that help you handle semiadditive measures. for example, LastNonEmpty will let you get

the closing inventory balance for a given time period that is not empty. Although you can use custom MDX expressions to aggregate

semiadditive measures, you will get better performance if you use these standard functions. for the complete list of standard

aggregation functions, see the topic "Confi guring MeasureProperties" in SQL Server 2008 Books online (see References).

QUESTION 316You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI) by
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using SQL Server 2008.Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008. You work as the

technical support.You make modification on a SQL Server 2008 Integration Services (SSIS) package. Look at the following SQL

Server 2008 table. The package loads the data extracted from a text file to this table.  

 Now you receive an order from your company CIO, the package has to be updated to extract data from multiple text files of the

same directory.In order to achieve this goal, what should you do? (Choose more than one) A.    An expression should be added to the

Flat File connection managerB.    A variable should be added to the packageC.    A For Loop container should be added to the

packageD.    A variable should be added to the data flow taskE.    Ad Foreach Loop container should be added to the packageF.    An

expression should be added to the Flat File Source component Answer: ABE QUESTION 317You are a database developer and you

have about two years experience in reating business Intelligence (BI) by using SQL Server 2008.Now you are employed in a

company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008. You work as the technical support.Now you receive an e-mail from your

company CIO, in the e-mail, the CIO assigns a task to you.You use SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) to create a

solution.Your solution includes a time dimension named DimDay.And the DimDay dimension contains a hierarchy named

Yr-Qtr-Mth.There is a measure group named Measures01 which contains a measure named Number.Now a calculated member has

to be created, then it will be used to display the Number measure in the previous time period for the current level of the Yr-Qtr-Mth

hierarchy.In the following options, which expression should be used? A.    ([Measures01].[Number],OPENINGPERIOD(

[DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].FirstSibling.Level))B.    ([Measures01].[Number],LASTPERIODS(

0,[DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].PrevMember))C.    ([Measures01].[Number],[DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].PrevMember)D.   

([Measures01].[Number],[DimDay].[Yr-Qtr-Mth].FirstSibling) Answer: CExplanation:Functions for navigating HierarchiesMDX

provides functions such as PrevMember, Children, and Parent for navigating hierarchies.PrevMember takes a member and returns a

previous member in the hierarchy. For example, [Order Date]. [Calendar].PrevMember returns the previous member with respect to

the current member of the Calendar hierarchy. So if the Calendar hierarchy is expanded to the Year level and the current cell is

referenced by year 2004, PrevMember will return year 2003.The PrevMember function is frequently used to defi ne the KPI Trend
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or Goal properties. for example, the Reseller Sales KPI uses the following expression to set the Goal property to 40 percent more

than the Reseller Sales Amount for the previous date period: 1.40 * ([Date].[Calendar].PrevMember, [Measures].[Reseller Sales

Amount])Consequently, if the user browses the cube data by years, the PrevMember function will return the previous year for each

year. If the user browses data by quarters, the PrevMember will return the previous quarter for each quarter, and so on. QUESTION

318You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI) by using SQL

Server 2008.Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008.You work as the technical

support. Now you receive an e-mail from your company CIO, in the e-mail, the CIO assigns a task to you.You use SQL Server 2008

Reporting Services (SSRS) to create a solution. You enable proactive caching for a partition.A data source view (DSV) is added to

the solution. The DSV contains a table which is named Worker.The table has two columns: WorkerKey and ExecutiveKey.The

ExecutiveKey column references the executive of the workers.In the DSV, you have to define the relationship between the

employees and their manager.What action should you perform? A.    You should use WorkerKey as the source column and

ExecutiveKey as the destination column to create a relationshipB.    A Named Calculation should be created. The Name Calculaton

uses WorkerKey and ExecutiveKeyC.    You should use ExecutiveKey as the source column and WorkerKey as the destination

column to create a relationship.D.    A Named Query should be created. The Named Query uses a relationship with WorkerKey as

the source column and ExecutiveKey as the destination column Answer: CExplanation:To create a new attribute relationship, follow

these steps:1. In the Attributes pane, right-click the source attribute that is on the "one" side of the relationship, and then select New

Attribute Relationship.2. Configure the relationship by using the Create Attribute Relationship dialog box Make sure that the Name

drop-down list below Source Attribute shows the attribute that is on the "many" side of the relationship and that the Name

drop-down list below Related Attribute shows the attribute on the "one" side of the relationship. Use the Relationship Type drop-

down list to specify a Flexible or Rigid relationship type. You can also create a new relationship in the Dimension Designer by

dragging the source attribute onto the related attribute in the Diagram pane.To delete an attribute relationship, select the relationship

in the Attribute Relationships pane (or click the arrow connector in the Diagram pane) and then press Delete, QUESTION 319You

are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business Intelligence (BI)by using SQL Server 2008.

Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008.Now you are in charge of a SQL Server 2008

Analysis Services (SSAS) instance.There is a database in the instance.After the DataDir property of the instance is changed to a new

folder, you must make sure that the instance uses the new folder with as little downtime as possible.So what action should you

perform? A.    You have to synchronize the databaseB.    You have to process the databaseC.    After you delete the files in the

original folder, you have to restart the Analysis Services service.D.    You have to shut down the Analysis Services service, and then

restart it Answer: B QUESTION 320You are a database developer and you have about two years experience in creating business

Intelligence (BI) by using SQL Server 2008.Now you are employed in a company named NaproStar which uses SQL Server 2008.

You work as the technical support. Now you receive an e-mail from your company CIO, in the e-mail, the CIO assigns a task to you.

You use SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS) to create a solution.There is a time dimension named DimDay in the solution.

There is a table named FinishedSales. This table contains two columns both of which refer to the DimDay dimension.The two

columns are respectively named BillDate and MailDate.Now you get an e-mail from your company CIO, in the e-mail the CIO posts

a requirement.The DimDay dimension must be able to be used to browse through measures in the FinishedSales table for both

BillDate and MailDate.You have to ensure this. So what action should you perform? A.    Between the DimDay dimension and the

FinishedSales measure group, a many-to-many relationship should be created.B.    Between the DimDay dimension and the

FinishedSales measure group, a reference relationship should be createdC.    Between the DimDay dimension and the FinishedSales

measure group, two regular relationships should be created. After you create the two relationships, you should use different measure

group columnsD.    Between the DimDay dimension and the FinishedSales measure group, two regular relationships should be

created. After you create the two relationships, you should use identical measure group columns. Answer: C   Braindump2go Latest

70-448 Exam Dumps Released! 100% Real Questions - Dumps Qulification is the secret of Success! Prepare yourself to Face the

70-448 Exam with Real Exam Questions from Microsoft Official Exam Center, walk into the Testing Centre with confidence.   
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